Crane Network Offers Marketing Packages For
Selling A Crane
May 30, 2019
Crane Network LLC, a business based in Lemont, Illinois, has announced that they are offering
affordable marketing packages to help clients sell their construction cranes online. This means that
they offer marketing for selling a crane to make it easy for companies to sell their construction crane.
They offer various types of marketing packages including the packages for 1 listing per month, 1
listing until sold, 2 listings until sold, 10 listings per month, and unlimited listings per month.
Paul Paliwoda, chief operating officer at Crane Network LLC, says, “We are very happy to announce
that we have several marketing packages available to help our clients sell their construction cranes
online. We have been connecting buyers and sellers of cranes, heavy equipment, parts, and
attachments for 20 years. As one of the oldest, most recognized names in the online equipment
marketplace, Crane Network has maintained its position simply by meeting its mission: To actively
assist you in the sale of your equipment.”
Those who want to buy construction cranes and other equipment can browse the Crane Network
website. They can even conduct a search and narrow down their search by specifying whether they
need cranes, equipment or parts. They can also narrow down the search further by indicating the
manufacturer and the model of the equipment that they want. Furthermore, people can make a
search for cranes for sale, cranes sold, cranes for rent, parts, advertisers, business directory, industry
events, and prices history.
Crane Network LLC also has a different set of marketing packages for crane parts. These include the
packages for 1 part listing until sold, 2 part listings until sold, 3 part listings until sold, 10 part listings
until sold, and unlimited part listings.
Those who shop cranes for sale on the Crane Network website will find various kinds of cranes, such
as all-terrain cranes and truck-mounted telescopic boom cranes. One example of all-terrain crane that
is available on Crane Network is the 2016 Grove GMK 5250L 300 ton capacity with 230’ main boom
with 26’ boom extension, 69’ bi-fold hydraulic swingaway jib with 2 x 26’ jib inserts. It has an
integrated heavy duty jib, air conditioning, Mercedes Tier 4 diesel power, independent cab
heater/engine preheater with 24 hr timer, and main and auxiliary winch. It has quick disconnect
outrigger beams and it has a wireless remote for all crane functions.
Another example of all-terrain cranes available at Crane Network is the 2008 Demag AC 160-2. This
is a 200 US ton class all terrain crane with 210’ main boom and 56’ swingaway jib. Optional jib inserts
are available to 108’. It has two winches with auxiliary boom nose. It is currently OSHA certified and
the odometer is at 55,538 km.
An example of a truck-mounted telescopic boom crane available from the Crane Network is the 2000
Grove TMS750B. This is a 50 ton hydraulic truck crane with 110’ four section full power boom. It has
a 56’ jib, two winches, and an auxiliary sheave. The engine is a Cummins 8.3 liter 250 hp turbodiesel

engine. It has hydraulically self removable counterweights. Its odometer has 78,500 miles.
Another example of a truck-mounted telescopic boom crane available from the Crane Network is the
2012 Link-Belt HTC-8675 II. This is a 75 ton hydraulic truck crane. It is equipped with a 127’ boom,
38’ by 64’ jib, link belt LMI, auxiliary boom sheave, and main and auxiliary drums. It has air
conditioning and heater in both cabins. It is provided with 14,400 lbs of counterweight. It is currently
OSHA certified and its odometer has 48,418 miles.
Also available at the Crane Network site are rental equipment. These include cranes and other
equipment like wheel loaders, forklifts, hammer breakers, dump trucks trailers, demolition equipment,
bucket trucks, conveyor feeder stacker, and excavators.
People who are interested in offering their cranes for sale online or buying equipment, such as the
truck mounted crane for sale, can visit the company website, or contact them by phone or by email.
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